Configuration methods
Quick reference

Complicated cable routing layouts become simpler with ExpressTray. Once familiar with the basic configuration and support methods, the possibilities are unlimited.

Use the following pages as a guide to ExpressTray basics and as an inspiration for future projects.

A  Quiklok.......................................................... B39
B  Connection of straight sections quick splice ................. B39
C  Reinforcement of straight section connections .................. B39
D  Connection of straight sections universal splice ............... B40
E  Horizontal bend without a radius (90°) ....................... B40
F  Horizontal bend with a radius ................................ B41
G  Vertical bend without a radius (90°) ........................... B42
H  Vertical bend with a radius .................................... B42
I  Horizontal tee or cross with a radius ........................ B43
J  Horizontal tee or cross without a radius .................... B44
K  Reduction/expansion ........................................ B44
L  Cable drop-out................................................. B45
M  Large cable drop-out ........................................ B45
N  Vertical drop .................................................. B46
O  Covers and bottoms ........................................... B46